Instructional Videotapes, 1968

Note: all videotapes have been copied to Betacam and DVD-R; these copies are in Record Series 35/2/57.

Box 1
Cut 1 - Load Deformation  48:00  
Cut 2 - Sheer Stress  49:00
7 1/2 IPS

Box 2
ITV 533 - Piaget's Theory for Early Childhood Curriculum  34:50
directed by Christopher McClure, ca. 1970
15 IPS

Box 3
ITV 603 - Architecture  T40-23
Cut 1 - Walter Gropuis
directed by B. Jegl

Box 4
ITV 647 - Chemistry 101
Gil Haight interview

Box 5
ITV 689 - Child Development
Cut 1 - Celia Lavatelli interview
Cut 2 - Spodek
directed by J. Glish